CBR703 is present at 100 µM where indicated (blue traces and symbols). The graphs depict time courses of nucleotide addition (discrete time points) and translocation (continuous trace) by wild-type (b'N792D) (a), bP560S,T563I (b), b'F773V,N792D GMP addition (c), bV550A (d), bP750L (e), b'H777A (f), and b'F773V,N792D CMP addition (g). Nucleotide addition and translocation assays were performed in duplicate, translocation curves are averages from 6-9 time-traces. Best-fit curves were drawn using parameters described in Supplementary Table 5. 
Supplementary Table 1. E. coli RNAP expression vectors used in this study
Maps and sequences of the plasmids are available upon request.
Supplementary Table 2 . Template strand DNA oligonucleotides and RNA primers used in this study Name Substrate Sequence (5'3') Employment S041M GTP GCTACTCTACTGACATGATGCCTCCTCTXGAACCTTAGATCGCTACAAGT Fig. 2, 3 , 5, Suppl. E. coli holoenzyme PDB 4IGC conformations of β'Leu770 and β'Phe773 altered (Suppl. Fig. 4a ) none CBR9393 docked with AutoDock Vina. GOLD recovered very similar pose. Suppl. Fig. 4c E. coli holoenzyme PDB 4IGC, conformations of β'Leu770 and β'Phe773 altered (Suppl. Fig. 4a ) none CBR9379 docked with GOLD. AutoDock Vina recovered very similar pose. Suppl. Fig. 4d E. coli holoenzyme PDB 4IGC, conformations of β'Leu770 and β'Phe773 altered (Suppl. Fig. 4a ) none CBR9393 docked with AutoDock Vina. GOLD recovered very similar pose. Errors are standard deviations of the best fit estimates for parameters and were calculated by nonlinear regression of the 6-MI fluorescence intensities versus L concentration using model for fitting equilibrium titration data described on page 8 of Supplementary Information. (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 2 ) Fig. 3a, 3c , Suppl. Errors are standard deviations of the best fit estimates for parameters and were calculated by nonlinear regression of the 6-MI fluorescence and RNA17 band intensities versus time using model for fitting of nucleotide addition and translocation data described on page 9 of Supplementary Information. Values in parentheses indicate lower and upper bounds of parameters calculated at a 10% increase in Chi 2 over the minimal value using FitSpace routine of Kintek Explorer.
Supplementary

Supplementary Table 5. Parameters describing kinetics of nucleotide addition and translocation
Model employed for fitting equilibrium titration data (Fig. 2, Supplementary Table 4 )
System of equations: 
Supplementary Methods
Data normalization (applies to all fluorescence data in this study) Equilibrium levels of fluorescence of extended TECs (TEC17s) were extrapolated to 100% incorporation efficiency, the TEC16 fluorescence was subtracted, and the resulting value was normalized to that of 2'dNMP extended TECs. For example, for GMP extended TEC normalization was performed as follows: 
Model employed for fitting of nucleotide addition and translocation data (Fig. 3,  Supplementary Fig. 2 
and Supplementary Table 5)
Note 4: F2, F3 were allowed to vary when k is fixed to zero (all but F773V datasets and P750L
b' dataset without CBR). When k was allowed to vary ( F773V datasets and P750L dataset without
b' CBR) the data were pre-normalized and F2, F3 were constrained based on the equilibrium levels of fluorescence of extended TECs ( Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Note 3: k was fixed to zero for all but b'F773V datasets and b'P750L dataset without CBR703.
t-1
Note 2: Rate equations are uniquely defined by the reaction scheme and do not need to be explicitly specified when fitting data with Kintek Explorer.
Note 1: The fraction of inactive TEC ("p" parameter) is determined by k and k because TEC16 is i+1 i-1 assembled and reaches equilibrium in the absence of NTP. To reflect this condition we introduced a 100 s mixing step without NTP into the Kintek Explorer virtual experiment setup. The initial fractions of active and inactive TEC16 can then be chosen arbitrary, the "p" parameter is redundant and is not explicitly used. Fig. 5 and  Supplementary Fig. 2f 
Fitting of nucleotide addition and translocation data as a function of [CBR703] (
